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Abstract
Instruction packing is a combination compiler/architectural approach that allows for decreased
code size, reduced power consumption and improved performance. The packing is obtained by placing frequently
occurring instructions into an Instruction Register File
(IRF). Multiple IRF entries can then be accessed using
special packed instructions. Previous IRF efforts focused
on using a single 32-entry register file for the duration of
an application. This paper presents software and hardware
extensions to the IRF supporting multiple instruction
register windows to allow a greater number of relevant
instructions to be available for packing in each function.
Windows are shared among similar functions to reduce the
overall costs involved in such an approach. The results
indicate that significant improvements in instruction fetch
cost can be obtained by using this simple architectural
enhancement. We also show that using an IRF with a loop
cache, which is also used to reduce energy consumption,
results in much less energy consumption than using either
feature in isolation.
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Introduction

One important design constraint for many embedded
systems is power consumption, which can affect battery life
and operating temperature. Reducing the power consumption associated with I-fetch logic, which consumes approximately one third of the total processor power [18], is a natural target for making embedded processors more energy
efficient. There have been a number of different approaches
to reduce the power consumption associated with I-fetch
logic. L0 caches can significantly reduce power consumption, but incur an associated execution time penalty [13].
Zero overhead loop buffers [7] and loop caches [9] can also
reduce fetch cost, but only for a specific class of the innermost loops in a function.

An orthogonal approach has been recently proposed that
places instructions into registers, enabling the compiler to
pack the most frequently executing instructions into an Instruction Register File (IRF) [11]. This approach allows
multiple instructions to be specified (by IRF index) in a single instruction fetched from the instruction cache (IC). Using an IRF not only saves energy by reducing the number
of instructions referenced from the IC, but also saves space
by reducing the number of instructions stored in memory,
and can improve execution time by streamlining instruction
fetch and improving the IC hit rate.
The previous work on investigating the benefits of an IRF
focused on using a single 32-entry IRF containing the most
frequently executed instructions for an application. The
IRF was initialized with the selected instructions at the time
the application was loaded and remained unchanged for the
lifetime of the application. Even with this very restrictive
IRF allocation strategy, the results showed significant energy savings, particularly for smaller applications.
In this paper we investigate IRF allocation policies that
enable the compiler to select those instructions most useful for each phase of execution [20]. This approach reduces
energy consumption by providing more instructions to the
processor pipeline from the IRF. We develop two heuristics for determining what instructions will be placed into the
IRF and at what points in the program the instructions are
promoted to the IRF. We also propose microarchitectural
enhancements to minimize the overhead in changing IRF
contents during execution. Finally, we also evaluate how
the use of an IRF interacts with another instruction fetch
energy reduction technique — the loop cache.
The remainder of this paper has the following organization. First, we review previous work on reducing instruction
fetch cost, including the prior work on packing instructions
into registers. Second, we describe our IRF framework and
the model used for evaluating its performance. Third, we
develop a more sophisticated IRF allocation heuristic for
modifying the contents of the IRF during execution, and
evaluate the resulting reduction in energy as well as the
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overhead of inserting instructions to load the IRF at various
points in the program. Fourth, we develop a new IRF microarchitecture that reduces the overhead required to modify the IRF instructions during execution, providing greater
energy reduction benefits when compared to the original
IRF with compiler instruction promotion only. Fifth, we
show that the total number of IRF registers can be reduced
with only a slight increase in fetch cost by having a portion
of the visible entries in the IRF contain a fixed set of instructions. Sixth, we illustrate that a loop cache and the IRF can
be used together to further significantly reduce instruction
fetch cost. Seventh, we present some crosscutting issues regarding the support costs of using a windowed approach for
the IRF. Eighth, we mention several potential topics for future work. Finally, we present our conclusions for the paper.
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Figure 1. Decoding a Packed Instruction
grammable decoder that enables a subset of the instructions
implemented in the microarchitecture to be mapped to the
ISA [3].
There have also been hardware features explicitly developed to reduce energy consumption associated with instruction fetches. One technique is to use a zero overhead loop
buffer, where an innermost loop is explicitly loaded and executed [7]. Such loops must typically be limited in that the
number of instructions must fit into the buffer, there can
be no transfers of control besides the loop branch, and the
number of iterations to be executed must be known. Another technique is to use an L0 cache, which is very small
and requires much less energy to access than an L1 instruction cache [13]. However, L0 caches have high miss rates,
which increase execution times. Finally, loop caches have
been used that can be dynamically loaded when short offset
backward branches are encountered [9]. The set of loops
that can be cached using this approach is limited to those
that have a small number of instructions and no transfers of
control occur besides the branch back to the top of the loop.
The work in our paper builds upon prior work on packing instructions into registers [11]. The general idea is to
keep frequently accessed instructions in registers, just as
frequently used data values are kept in registers by the compiler through register allocation. Instructions referenced
from memory are referred to as the memory ISA or MISA
instructions. Likewise, instructions referenced from the IRF
are referred to as the register ISA or RISA instructions. Figure 1 shows the use of an IRF at the start of the instruction
decode stage. Figure 2 shows the special MISA instruction
format used to reference multiple instructions in the IRF.
These instructions are called packed since multiple RISA
instructions are referenced in a single MISA instruction. Up
to five instructions from the IRF can be referenced using this
format. Along with the IRF is an immediate table (IMM),
as shown in Figure 1, that contains the 32 most commonly
used immediate values in the program. Thus, the last two
fields that could reference RISA instructions can instead be
used to reference immediate values. The number of parameterized immediate values used and which RISA instructions
will use them is indicated through the use of four opcodes
and the 1-bit S field. The compiler uses a profiling pass to
determine the most frequently referenced instructions that

Previous Work on Reducing Instruction
Fetch Cost

There have been a number of approaches used to reduce instruction fetch cost. They can be broadly placed
into three groups: code compression, alternate instruction
caching strategies, and alternate instruction storage strategies with compiler selection.
The first approach is to compress the code within a program, which can have the side effect of decreasing the number of cache misses due to a smaller footprint of instructions
being accessed during the execution. One technique is to
abstract common code sequences into routines and have the
original sites of each sequence converted into calls [8, 6, 4].
A hardware extension of this approach is to use an echo instruction, which indicates where the instruction sequence
can be found and the number of instructions to be executed [15]. This approach eliminates the need for an explicit return instruction at the end of the abstracted sequence
and allows abstracted sequences of instructions to overlap.
However, both procedural abstraction and echo factoring
can increase execution time due to the extra transfers of control and can degrade instruction cache performance due to
diminished spatial locality.
Other techniques use a hardware dictionary, where duplicate code sequences are placed in a special control store
in the processor and codewords are associated with each of
these sequences [17, 5]. These approaches have the disadvantage of complicating instruction fetch and decode logic
since instructions can now vary in size. Yet another technique is to use dual instruction sets, which support both 16bit and 32-bit instruction formats [19, 14]. While using the
16-bit mode typically saves space, this occurs at a cost of
additional instructions and increased execution times. More
recently, Cheng, et al. proposed a new 16-bit ISA that
avoids some of the instruction overhead found in other 16bit ISAs by replacing the instruction decoder with a pro2
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The IRF simulator includes a power analysis estimation
based on and validated using sim-panalyzer [21]. It calculates approximations of area size and number of gates for
the IC, IRF, immediate table and combinational logic associated with instruction fetch (there are negligible effects on
the rest of the pipeline). In fact, for a fixed, 8K-byte IC
and 32-entry IRF, the energy requirements for each configuration can be very accurately estimated with the following equation where CostIRF is approximately two orders of
magnitude less expensive than CostIC :
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Figure 2. Tightly Packed Format
Table 1. MiBench Benchmarks
Category
Automotive
Consumer
Network
Office
Security
Telecomm

Applications
Basicmath, Bitcount, Qsort, Susan
Jpeg, Lame, Tiff
Dijkstra, Patricia
Ghostscript, Ispell, Rsynth, Stringsearch
Blowfish, Pgp, Rijndael, Sha
Adpcm, CRC32, FFT, Gsm

Efetch

CostIC × AccessesIC +
CostIRF × AccessesIRF

Actual parameters were calculated using the Cacti cache
modeling tool [24] with extensions for handling the IRF.
As IRF sizes are increased, CostIRF increases in a similar fashion as with traditional register file implementations.
These estimates are conservative for the IRF, considering
that a windowed approach can take advantage of drowsy
cache techniques [12] for powering down unused windows,
which was not modeled in our experiments.

should be placed in the IRF. The 31 most commonly used
instructions are placed in the IRF. One instruction is reserved to indicate a no-operation (nop) so that fewer than
five RISA instructions can be packed together. Access to
the RISA nop terminates execution of the packed MISA instruction so no performance penalty is incurred. The compiler uses a second pass to pack the MISA instructions into
the tightly packed format shown in Figure 2.
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Evaluation of IRF Enhancements

This section provides an overview of the IRF framework used to carry out the experiments described in this
paper. Our modeling environment is an extension of the
SimpleScalar PISA target supporting IRF instructions [1].
Each simulator is instrumented to collect the relevant data
involving instruction cache and IRF access during program
execution. Our baseline IRF model has 32 instruction register entries and supports parameterization via a 32-entry
immediate table. For all of our experiments, only the size
of the IRF is increased as preliminary studies showed little
to no benefit for varying the IMM size.
Code is generated using a modified port of the VPO compiler for the MIPS [2]. Each benchmark is profiled dynamically using SimpleScalar and then instructions are selected
for packing using irfprof, our profile-driven IRF selection
and layout tool. The application is then recompiled and instructions are packed based on the IRF layout provided by
irfprof. Instruction packing is performed only on the code
generated for the actual source provided for each benchmark. Library code is left unmodified and as such is not
evaluated in our results.
We chose to use the MiBench embedded benchmark
suite for our experiments [10]. MiBench consists of six categories, each designed to exhibit application characteristics
representative of a typical embedded workload in that particular domain. Table 1 shows the benchmarks evaluated in
each of our experiments, although some of the figures will
only show category averages to save space.

Dynamic IRF Recomposition via Software
Windowing

In prior work on instruction packing with an IRF, the
IRF-resident instructions were selected using a profiled run
of the application and assigned for the duration of the application’s execution. The most frequently fetched instructions were placed in the IRF and packed instructions were
inserted into the application code referencing sequences of
IRF instructions. Since the instructions in the IRF were unchanged by the application during execution, the benefits
of IRF could be reduced if the application has phases of
execution with radically different instruction composition.
No individual phase will be able to obtain maximum instruction packing with a single statically loaded IRF, since
only the most frequently executed instructions from each
phase will exist in the IRF. A natural extension to improve
IRF utilization is to enable the modification of instructions
in the IRF during program execution. This will enable a
better selection of instructions for each phase of the program execution. Our first approach replaces the load-time
allocation of instructions into the IRF with compiler managed allocation throughout execution by including load irf
instructions. This approach enables the compiler to manage
the IRF storage in a manner similar to data register promotion. The IRF contents at a particular point in execution are
viewed as an IRF window. Each function could logically
have its most frequently executed instructions in its unique
IRF window. These windows would likely be shared among
functions to reduce the switching necessary during calls and
returns.
3

Functions are natural entities to allocate to windows
since they are compiled and analyzed separately. The prior
work on exploiting instruction registers used the entire execution profile to decide which instructions would be allocated to the IRF for the entire execution. In effect, one can
view the prior work as allocating all of the functions to a
single window. When multiple windows are available, we
must decide how to partition the set of functions in a program among these windows. The goal is to allocate functions whose set of executed instructions are similar to the
same window so that the windows can be best exploited.

Read in instruction profile for each function;
Read in callgraph along with estimated edge weights;
Merge all functions into a single IRF window;
changes = TRUE;
while changes do
changes = FALSE;
best savings = 0;
split type = NONE;
foreach function i that has not been placed do
new savings = benefit of placing i in a new window;
// 1) Find maximum benefit split,
if new savings > best savings then
best savings = new savings;
split function = i;
split type = NEW WINDOW;
foreach function i that has not been placed do
foreach window k from 1 to n-1 do
new savings = benefit of placing i in window k;
// 2) Find maximum benefit merge
if new savings > best savings then
best savings = new savings;
split function = i;
split window = k;
split type = ADD TO WINDOW;

Instructions can be inserted that load an individual IRF
entry from memory. Thus, there will be a cost associated
with switching IRF windows. To assess how effective this
approach can be, we devised an algorithm that takes into account the cost of switching the instructions available via the
IRF. This algorithm is shown in Figure 3. We first profiled
each application to build a call graph with edges weighted
by the total number of calls between each pair of functions.
Initially all functions start as part of a single IRF window.
We take a greedy approach to adding partitions, selecting
the most beneficial function to be either placed in a new
partition of its own or merged with another existing partition. The goal of this algorithm is to keep functions in the
same window unless the benefit for switching windows outweighs the cost of additional instructions to load and restore
IRF windows. Each time we calculate the cost of allocating
a function to a specific window, we also include the switching cost if the function being allocated either invokes or is
invoked by a function in a different window. We determine
the difference in IRF entries between the two windows and
assess the cost of loading the instructions for the new window at the point of the call and loading the instructions for
the old window at the point of the return. One can view this
cost as a lower bound since it may be difficult to keep the
common instructions in the same IRF entry locations since
a function may be invoked by many other functions using
different windows. Additionally, we only place each function in a partition at most one time in order to reduce the
partitioning overhead. Once the partitions have been constructed, the compiler determines which instructions can be
packed and at what call sites IRF loads must occur to maintain the correct contents of the IRF.

if best savings > 0 then
if split type == NEW WINDOW then
create a new window n and move split function into it;
// 3a) Perform the split,
n += 1;
else
//split type == ADD TO WINDOW
move split function from its original window into
split window;
// 3b) Or perform the merge
changes = TRUE;
mark split function as placed;

Figure 3: Partitioning Functions for Software
IRF Windows
choosing which instructions to pack. In the single IRF case,
only the extremely frequent instructions from tight loops
become packed, leading to a great initial savings. This is
particularly true for the applications with a few dominant
loops. The greedy heuristic used to partition the functions
can underestimate the overhead of a function removed from
the primary partition early in the processing because it assumes that unprocessed functions will not increase the overhead. Of course some of these later functions will be placed
in different partitions increasing the overhead. The smaller
the benefit of partitioning, as seen in some of the smaller
applications, the more likely inefficiencies in the heuristic will negate the advantage of performing IRF partitioning. The larger benchmarks see marked improvement (up
to 31% savings with Lame), as they are more likely to exhibit different phases of execution and can better partition
their phase behavior using multiple IRF windows.
The number of software partitions allocated for each
benchmark ranges from 1 through 32 (Pgp) with a median
of only 4 and a mean of 8.33. The relatively small number
of partitions reduces the overhead of loading instructions
into the IRF by reducing the number of function calls that

We evaluate the effectiveness of applying a software partitioning against the single window IRF partitioning. Figure 4 shows the results for performing software partitioning on each benchmark. Each benchmark is shown individually along with the averages for each category and the
entire suite. The software window approach obtains an average fetch cost of 54.40% compared to not using an IRF,
while the original single IRF only obtains 58.08%. Several
of the benchmarks perform worse after packing instructions
with software windows. This is due to the heuristic used for
4
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Figure 5. Example of Each Function Being Allocated an IRF Window

windows are arranged in a circular buffer [23]. A register window pointer (RWP) is used to indicate the current
window that is to be accessed on each register reference.
The RWP is advanced one window when entering a function and is backed up one window when leaving a function.
When the RWP is advanced onto an active window (an overflow), then an exception occurs and the window’s contents
are spilled to memory. When the RWP is backed up onto a
window that does not contain the correct contents (an underflow), then an exception occurs and the window’s contents
are loaded from memory. A circular buffer is an appropriate
model for holding these data values since the data registers
are used to contain values associated with function activation records, which are allocated in a LIFO manner.
Unlike data values associated with function activation
records, the instructions associated with each function are
fixed at compile time. Thus, we modified our compiler to
statically allocate each function to a specific window. Figure 5 depicts both functions and the IRF windows associated with them. While the functions can vary in the type of
instructions and their frequency of execution, the IRF windows all have the same size. The drawback of raising exceptions due to overflowing and underflowing data windows on
the SPARC does not occur in our design due to each function being statically allocated to an instruction window.
In order to reduce the overhead of switching from one
window to another, we encode the window to be used by
the called function as part of the call instruction’s target address. The MIPS call instruction uses the J format shown
at the top of Figure 6. The modified call instruction uses
the same format, but the high order bits are now used to set
the instruction RWP (IRWP) and only the low order bits are
used to update the program counter. While this change does
decrease the maximum size of programs from 226 instructions, even retaining only 20 bits for the actual target address would allow over two million (now more compressed)
instructions, which should be more than enough for almost
all embedded applications. Rather than just saving the return address in a data register ($31 on the MIPS), the call instruction also saves the value of the current IRWP. Thus, the
semantics of the return instruction, jr $31 on the MIPS,

Figure 4. Reducing Fetch Energy by Software
Partitioning IRF Windows

require a new set of instructions placed into the IRF. Each
call site may also only change a subset of the IRF entries
since the IRF windows may contain some of the same instructions. In fact, the average number of IRF entries that
differ between partitions is 24.54, so the overhead for each
function call between different IRF partitions averages 49
new instructions — half each for allocating the new instruction and restoring at the function return. The small number
of partitions also allows us to consider a hardware solution
that can eliminate most of the overhead of loading a single IRF in favor of providing multiple IRF windows in the
microarchitecture.

5

Partitioning Functions into Hardware
Windows

In the previous section, we found that applying software
windowing techniques to the IRF can lead to reductions
in fetch cost, particularly for large programs with varying
phase behaviors. One of the problems for smaller programs
however is the added overhead of switching IRF windows
in software. In addition, the software partitioning approach
requires an explicit call graph. This approach does not enable functions called through pointers to be effectively partitioned since this would make it difficult, if not impossible, to determine which IRF entries must be loaded. In this
section we evaluate an IRF design supporting several IRF
windows, which can be filled with instructions at load time,
thus eliminating the overhead of switching windows. Since
we know that most programs use only a small number of
partitions anyway, it is feasible to add a limited number of
windows into the microarchitecture and still see the power
savings — without the overhead.
Register windows have been used to avoid saving and
restoring data registers. On the SPARC architecture, the
5
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Read in instruction profile for each function;
Select the function with the highest estimated cost and assign it to
window 0;
m = 1;
while m < number of IRF windows do
max func increase = 0;
// Initially allocate most beneficial
// function for each partition
foreach function i not yet assigned do
if max func increase < worst-case cost of function i then
min increase = worst-case cost of function i;
foreach window of the m current windows do
old cost = current cost associated with window;
new cost = cost associated with current window
along with merging function i into this window;
if new cost - old cost < min increase then
min increase = new cost - old cost;

actual target address

Figure 6. Encoding the IRF Window Number
As Part of the Call Target Address

is also changed to reset the IRWP. Thus, the processor has
an entire cycle during each call and return instruction to set
the IRWP. Note that calls through pointers can also be handled since the linker can modify the address associated with
a function so that the high order (or low order) bits indicate
which window is associated with the function.
Rather than having to go through an IRWP for every access to an entry in the IRF, the hardware could alternatively
copy the registers each time the window is changed during
the execution of a call or return instruction. Parallel register
moves can be performed between the IRF and the appropriate window, which is similar to the boosting approach used
to support speculation by copying a number of shadow registers to general-purpose registers in parallel [22].
Register windows are a more attractive approach than
just increasing the number of total available registers for
hardware such as the IRF. First, increasing the number of
registers in the IRF without windowing would force the
RISA instruction specifiers to grow beyond the 5 bits they
currently occupy. Moving to 64 entries would require 6
bits, from which it would not be possible to pack 5 entries together (6 + 5 × 6 = 36 bits > 32 bits). Thus, at
most 4 RISA instructions could exist in a tightly packed instruction, limiting the number of pure IRF fetches that can
possibly be attained. Prior research shows that 13.35% of
the dynamic instructions fetched from the IC are these very
tightly packed instructions [11], so cutting them down to
four entries might drastically affect the fetch performance.
Second, the larger IRF would also consume more power as
the entirety would need to be active on each instruction decode. With windowing, some portions can be placed in a
low-power state when they are not being actively used.
Figure 7 depicts the algorithm that we used to perform this partitioning. The primary difference between this
heuristic and the previous software partitioning heuristic is
that this version does not need to estimate overhead costs.
The algorithm begins by reading in the instruction profile
that indicates how often each type of instruction is executed
for each function. We are concerned with the type of instruction since we are able to parameterize immediate values so that several distinct instructions can refer to the same
RISA instruction. The algorithm then estimates a cost for
each function, where the 31 most frequently executed types
of instructions have a fetch cost of 1 and the remaining instructions have a fetch cost 100 times greater, which serves

if max func increase < min increase then
max func increase = min increase;
k = i;
Assign the function k to the new window m;
m += 1;
Sort the functions according to their worst-case cost;
// Allocate remaining functions
foreach function not yet assigned do
Assign the function to the window that results in the lowest
increase in cost;

Figure 7: Partitioning Functions for Hardware
IRF Windows

as a simple estimate for the relative difference in energy
consumption from fetching an instruction from the IRF versus the IC. The 31 most frequently executed types of instructions are selected since one of the 32 entries in the IRF
has to be reserved to represent a nop (no operation) when
not all of the RISA instruction fields in a packed instruction can be filled, allowing a portion of the fields to be used
without wasting processor cycles. For each of the remaining windows the algorithm determines for each function the
minimum increase in cost that would be required to allocate that function among the currently assigned windows.
The algorithm allocates the next window to the function
that would cause the greatest minimum increase in cost. In
other words, we initially allocate a single function to each
window taking into account both the estimated cost of the
function and overlap in cost with the functions allocated to
the other windows. The worst-case cost is used to improve
the efficiency of the algorithm. For the worst-case cost we
assume that none of the instructions in the functions are allocated to the IRF. The final pass is used to assign each of
the remaining functions to the window that results in the
lowest increase in cost. We sort the functions so that the
functions with the greatest number of executed instructions
are assigned first. The rationale for processing the functions
in this order is to prioritize the allocation of functions that
will have the greatest potential impact on fetch cost.
For the hardware partitioning scheme, we vary the number of available hardware windows from 1 through 16. Each
6

Figure 9. Reducing Fetch Energy with a 4 Partition IRF
Figure 8. Reducing Fetch Energy by Varying
the Number of Hardware Windows

energy savings, and the additional partitions can be used
to improve more phase-diverse benchmarks like Jpeg and
Blowfish. Many of the benchmarks are able to obtain a large
benefit from the hardware IRF windows since they have a
diverse instruction composition among several frequently
accessed functions. The hardware partitioning allows function call and return switching costs to be eliminated in these
cases, leading to improved instruction packing and reduced
fetch cost. However, a few of the applications (Lame) do
not achieve the same savings as the compiler managed IRF
when the number of IRF windows is smaller than the partitions used in the results presented in Section 4.

time the number of windows is increased, we recalculate the
power statistics for the IRF based on the number of new instruction registers. We also evaluate an ideal scheme (all)
that produces a window for each individual function while
using the power statistics for a single window. Due to the
large number of program runs, the results are presented by
benchmark category in Figure 8. The original IRF scheme
(one window) achieves an average 58.08% fetch cost, while
moving to two windows shrinks the average fetch cost to
54.69%. The ideal case only provides an additional 5% savings in fetch cost on average over four windows, which provides a fetch cost of 53.28%. After four windows, however
the average results show slight increases in instruction fetch
energy, since the larger IRFs require an increase in the energy required to access and store the frequent instructions.
Since we can pack no more than 5 RISA instructions in each
32-bit MISA instruction the theoretical limit to fetch cost is
approximately 21.5% based on using the power statistics
for a 32-entry IRF. However, some restrictions are placed
on where instructions can be located in a packed instruction
(e.g. branches and branch targets cannot be placed in the
middle of a pack), so the best results fall short of the theoretical limits even for very large IRF window sizes. However, the average improvements exceed those for the compiler managed IRF because the overhead has been almost
entirely eliminated.
Figure 9 depicts a slice of the results from Figure 8, detailing the per benchmark results for partitioning with four
hardware windows. The graph shows an IRF with only a
single window, as well as the four window IRF compared
to a baseline fetch unit with no IRF. Although a few of the
benchmarks see a small increase in fetch energy when moving to four windows, there is still a substantial overall fetch
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Reserving a Portion of the IRF to be Static

In the prior work on packing instructions into an IRF, the
IRF was statically assigned instructions that would remain
the same for the entire execution of each application [11].
For the windowed IRF approach, we found that often the
same instructions were stored in different windows. This
fact leads us to believe that some instructions may be common enough to warrant packing for the entire application
execution. In this section we explore keeping a portion of
the IRF fixed throughout the entire execution and allowing
the remaining portion to change as calls to and returns from
functions in different IRF windows occur. This concept
is similar to the SPARC data registers, where r0-r7 of
the visible register set correspond to global registers which
never change and r8-r31 correspond to windows within
the register file [23]. The general idea is that if a small set
of the most frequently executed instructions types can be
used for all of the functions, then the remaining portion of
the visible register set can refer to smaller windows and the
total size of the IRF can be decreased with only a very small
impact on packing instructions. The benefits of a smaller
7
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Using an IRF with a Loop Cache

We believe that using an IRF can be complementary,
rather than competitive, with other architectural and/or
compiler approaches for reducing energy consumption and
compressing code size. One complementary technique for
reducing instruction fetch energy is a loop cache. In this
section we show that the combination of using an IRF and
a loop cache reduces energy consumption much more than
using either feature in isolation.
A loop cache is a small instruction buffer that is used
to reduce instruction fetch energy when executing code in
small loops [9]. We modified SimpleScalar to simulate the
execution of the loop cache described by Lee, Moyer, and
Arends [16]. This loop cache has three modes: inactive, fill,
and active. The hardware detects when a short backward
branch (sbb) instruction is taken whose target is within a
distance where the instructions between the target and the
sbb will fit into the loop cache. At that point the loop cache
goes into fill mode, which means that the instructions are
fetched from the IC and placed in the loop cache. After encountering the sbb instruction again, the loop cache is set
to active mode, when instructions are only fetched from the
loop cache. Whenever there is a taken transfer of control
that is not the sbb instruction or the sbb instruction is not
taken, the loop cache goes back to inactive mode and instructions are fetched from the IC. Thus, loop caches can be
exploited without requiring the addition of any new instructions to the ISA.
One of the limiting factors for using this loop cache is
the number of instructions within the loop. This factor can
be mitigated to a large extent by the use of an IRF. For each
tightly packed MISA instruction, there are up to five RISA
instructions that are fetched from the IRF. The loop cache
contains only the MISA instructions. Thus, the number of
total instructions executed from the loop cache can potentially increase by a factor of five.
Figure 11 shows the instruction fetch cost of using a loop
cache, a 4 window IRF, and a 4 window IRF with a loop
cache normalized against using no IRF and no loop cache.
We varied the size of the loop cache to contain 4, 8, 16,
32, and 64 instructions. The energy requirement of a loop
cache access closely compares to that of a single IRF access. A MISA instruction fetched from the loop cache and
that contains five RISA references would have an approximate fetch cost of 0.016 since there has to be a fetch from
both the loop cache and the IRF before the first RISA instruction can be executed. We found that the loop cache
and IRF can cooperate to further reduce instruction fetch
costs. Whereas an 8-entry loop cache reduces the fetch cost
to 93.26%, and a 4 window IRF can reduce fetch cost to
53.28%, the combination of such an IRF with a loop cache
reduces the instruction fetch cost to 43.84%.

Figure 10. Reserving a Portion of the 4 Partition IRF to be Static

total IRF size include reducing energy consumption and decreasing access time.
We first read the instruction profile for the entire execution and assign the most frequently executed types of instructions to the static portion of the IRF. The functions are
then partitioned among the IRF windows that have fewer
entries using the algorithm described in Figure 7, where instructions in the static portion are not considered when assigning instructions to each window.
We varied the size of the static portion from 4, 8, 12, and
16 for the 4 window version of the IRF. Note that the basic
IRF described in this paper always shares 1 static entry reserved for nop. Thus the static portion really only amounts
to 3, 7, 11, or 15 shared meaningful instruction entries. The
evaluated number of entries in the windowed portion of the
IRF are 28, 24, 20, and 16, respectively. These values for
the static portion correspond to a physical size reduction for
the 4 window IRF of 10.4%, 20%, 29.6%, and 39.2%.
Figure 10 shows the results of holding a portion of the
IRF entries static across the 4 hardware register windows.
These results assume a uniform cost for accessing an IRF
entry in each configuration, so increasing the static portion
only reduces our ability to pack instructions. Fetch costs
are increased approximately 0.07% by going to the 4 static
entries, and moving to 16 static entries yields an average
fetch cost of 53.97%. The actual hardware cost of moving to 4 partition with 16 shared entries is approximately
2.45 times greater than the cost of a single partition IRF,
and the benefit is better than just adding a second window.
A tuned implementation might obtain reductions in overall
fetch energy consumption due to reduced leakage energy
for the smaller physical size IRF, despite the reduced packing ability. Larger windowed IRFs may also be easier to
support by reserving some registers statically for the entire
application execution.
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Figure 12. Reducing Fetch Energy Using a
Combination of 8-entry Loop Cache and 4 Partition IRF

Figure 11. Reducing Fetch Energy with a Loop
Cache and/or IRF

The results show clearly that a loop cache and an IRF
can operate in a complementary fashion, often obtaining
better results than either can separately. One limitation of
a loop cache is that the maximum loop size is fixed, and
any loop that extends beyond the sbb distance can never
be matched. Packing instructions naturally shortens this
distance for frequently executed instructions, thus allowing
more loops to fit into the loop cache. The loop cache is
also limited to loops that do not contain call instructions as
any taken transfer of control invalidates the cache contents.
Lengthening the actual size of the loop cache only provides
greater access for loops with transfers of control (e.g. outer
loop nests and those with function calls) to start the filling
process. Our IRF does not currently support packing call instructions (since they are rare and usually diverse), and thus
these references remain a single unpacked MISA instruction. Additionally, packed instructions can contain at most
one branch instruction, which terminates the pack execution. Due to these factors, code packed for IRF tends to be
less dense around sections containing potential transfers of
control, leading to longer branch distances for the sbb and
serves in essence as a filter for eliminating these poor loop
choices. Instruction packing with an IRF is limited in the
number of RISA instructions available from a single MISA
instruction that is fetched from memory. Thus, there is an
approximate lower bound of 21.5% for fetching with an IRF
as at least 1 out of every 5 instructions (assuming all tight
packs) must be MISA. The loop cache can assist by providing low-power access to frequently executed packed MISA
instructions, thus allowing the fetch cost with an IRF to drop
even further. In this manner, both schemes are able to alleviate some of their inefficiencies by exploiting the features
provided by the other.

Notice that for Susan, Tiff2bw, Stringsearch, and Sha, the
fetch cost is reduced below 15% (saving more than 85%! of
the fetch energy over the baseline model) for the combined
IRF and loop cache scheme. These benchmarks demonstrate the potential multiplicative collaboration that exists
between a loop cache and an IRF performing at their peak.
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Crosscutting Issues

There are a couple of design issues that must be addressed to incorporate an IRF into a processor architecture.
Using IRF register windows means more state has to be preserved at context switches. The IRF need not be saved at
each context switch since the instructions in each window
are unchanged copies of a section of memory. However, the
IRF may need to be reloaded after returning from a context switch. Rather than eagerly reloading all of the IRF
windows, the processor could only reload a particular window when it is referenced and is not resident in the IRF. An
exception could be generated when such a situation is encountered, which should only infrequently occur. We are
exploring an alternate caching model (discussed in the next
section) that would moderate the impact of saving IRF state
on a context switch.
Another issue involves library code compiled separately
from application code. A number of solutions are possible in this case. First, the library code could avoid using
packed instructions – though this would limit the advantage
of the IRF. Second, a software convention could specify a
single IRF window containing common instructions for a
wide variety of library routines that is always mapped to a
specific IRF window. Any call to a library routine would
specify the generic library IRF window. This solution requires identification of library routines so the compiler can

Figure 12 provides a more detailed look at the interactions between an 8-entry loop cache and a 4 window IRF.
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use the correct IRF window. Finally, IRF loads can be used
to overwrite IRF entries within the library routines as long
as the IRF state can be restored when the application code
is reentered. Note that we do not attempt to pack instructions in library functions into the IRF and do not include
the results of executing library code in our measurements.
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in the IRF), so when the instructions fetched from the IC
contain a packed instruction, the following IC fetch can often take an additional cycle without incurring any performance penalty. This synergistic relationship between the
IRF and code compression can result in a significant reduction in any performance degradation expected with the decompression algorithm. Alternately, it can enable more sophisticated compression algorithms by subsuming much of
the latency effects.

Future Work

There are many areas of future work that are possible
to investigate for dynamically selecting the instructions to
place in the IRF. In this paper, we explored using IRF load
instructions to change the contents of the IRF and we examined the benefits of multiple IRF windows. While we
carefully chose the number of IRF windows to match the
average number of different partitions chosen by the compiler, there are some applications that would benefit from
having additional windows. There are two ways to achieve
a larger set of windows than there are hardware windows:
The first is to return to the IRF load instructions used in
Section 4, but with the multiple IRF hardware windows
proposed in Section 5. For most applications this would
not provide additional performance gains (since 4 IRF windows is sufficient), but for some of the larger applications,
this would further improve our ability to pack more instructions. Furthermore, it would come at much lower overhead
costs, since IRF loads only need occur when the program
switches to a phase that cannot be best serviced by one of
four resident IRF windows (instead of the only resident IRF
in the results in Section 4). Alternately, the microarchitecture can virtualize a large set of windows (say 32), and rely
on caching to retain the most active subset in the physical
IRF. This would be organized as a fully associative set of 4
cached IRFs supporting a memory resident set of IRF windows. In this configuration, the call instruction still specifies which of the 32 windows to switch to; if that window is
not resident in the 4-entry IRF cache, a miss occurs and the
LRU entry is replaced with the IRF window specified in the
call.
Another area of future research is to expand the evaluation of the IRF with existing code compression techniques.
Many of the existing code compression techniques require
a multiple cycle fetch in order to perform the decompression. In a conventional instruction fetch pipeline, there is
little opportunity to hide the increased latency of the multiple cycle access, but instruction fetches from memory occur less frequently with an IRF as it takes multiple cycles to
consume packed instructions. That is, a single instruction
fetched from the IC may specify up to 5 instruction to fetch
from the IRF. Most processor pipeline implementations, especially low-power embedded processors, could not process
5 instructions in a single cycle. However, the next IC fetch
can occur immediately after (even in the event of a branch
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Conclusions

In this paper, we have examined several extensions to
incorporating an IRF into a processor architecture. These
include software inserted by the compiler to modify the
contents of the IRF as program phase changes occur. This
approach improves the ability of an IRF to reduce energy requirements for instruction fetch — particularly for
those large applications that exhibit many diverse execution phases. We also propose a new windowed IRF mechanism that further reduces instruction fetch energy by eliminating almost all of the overhead from switching IRF windows between functions. Our results show that the use of
IRF windows can eliminate almost 1/2 of the instruction
fetch energy requirements on average across a wide selection of embedded applications. We also showed the synergistic relationship between the use of an IRF and existing
loop cache designs to further reduce energy requirements —
to less than 10% of the baseline instruction fetch energy for
some applications. As with the earlier results on employing
an IRF, our research showed that the addition of an IRF can
significantly reduce fetch energy without negative tradeoffs
in code size (reduced with IRF) and execution time (slightly
reduced due to IC effects).
The IRF can be easily integrated into an embedded processor pipeline architecture and can be effectively utilized
by compilers using profiled feedback or compile-time estimates of instruction frequencies. IRF support can be easily
added to an existing architecture, requiring only a few free
opcodes to implement, and since the RISA architecture can
differ from the MISA, an IRF can provide a simple mechanism for extending an ISA with few remaining instruction
encoding bits.
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